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Social Media Town



They want a strong community
around their brand.

They want to build a place where
people want to ‘live’ online.

Bob & Babs have been given a
task to create a social media

strategy...



Just like town planners, it starts
with creating a site...

BUILDING
SITE



NEW HOME!

Once built people have a
destination they can go to...

An address may exist but there
isn’t a community that people

want to belong to…

WEBSITE



Bob and Babs thought once
their site was there people

would flock

and they don’t have a huge
budget for creating that

community.
So what to do...
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They sit down & think about:

1. What are we wanting to
achieve with the community (so
we can choose the right tools)

2. Who are our customers... Yes,
we want to sell to everyone,
anyone but who are our target
customers?

?



Now we can choose the tools
that fit our plan...

To showcase our
products we can
start a Pintrest

page

POSTERS

To showcase how
to solve problems

our consumers
face we can create

short videos or
screencasts for YouTube

To start conversations
with our customers
we can tweet and

share things we like,
our thoughts, tips

and general news our
followers would like

To generate local
interest we can

use Google Local.

DIRECTORY



The Daily

Blog

PODCAST FM

To show our
personality and help
Google to love us we

can produce daily
our blog, which can
address what our

consumers are
searching for rather

than what we are
wanting to sell

And more tools...

To network with other
professionals we can

join LinkedIn

To encourage people
to share ideas

(and all of the above)
on our Facebook page. 

To attract people
who prefer audio we

can create our
own little radio

station to show our
personality... 

Through podcasting

ADDRESS
BOOK

COMMUNITY CENTRE



I suppose it is just
what we do in real life

online... Talk, share,
network & listen.

Yes Bob, and just
like in real life we
choose the right
tool for the right

situation.



They realize that building houses
doesn’t create a community…
Just like building a website
doesn’t make a community

Just like the an estate… You
need to foster a sense of

community by adding shared
resources.

Social
Playground



How do you know what people
want and will foster a sense of

belonging to the area?

They talk to people, they get
people involved, they look at
the type of people they want
to attract and build resources

that will attract them...



You measure in just the same
way...

What was our goal?
Then choose a metric to match

1.) How involved are people?

2.) How many people attend?

3.) How many ideas come from
the community?



Step 1) To listen, watch and see how others
are using all the tools. Their competitors,

their consumers and themselves

Step 2) They review their goals

Step 3) They start with 3 social sites which
best reflect their goals and personality

Step 4) Each day they participate

Step 5) They review what gets shared and
do more of the same!

1+2+3+
4+5=Y

Y=success

They decide on a plan of action



Just like building a popular
town, it takes time.

Just like building a town you
need to develop your skills as

you go.

Unlike building a town…
it doesn't have to cost millions,

just a 30 minutes a day...
Consistently



For more information or for
online face to face training

Check out
www.theengagingbrand.com

Or email Anna Farmery
anna@theengagingbrand.com

Or give her a bell on
+44 (0)7914 381864
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